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Since the launch of Christie® MicroTiles®, designers have used these digital canvases to create stunning tiled display walls 
in any size and shape – an unprecedented revolution in digital video wall technology. Christie MicroTiles remain unique and 
unmatched in the industry, with close to 1,000 installations at many high profile organizations around the world.  

With upgrades and enhancements based on industry feedback over time, Christie MicroTiles offer even stronger and 
enduring performance. 
 
Christie MicroTiles enhancements:

	 •	 Screens are now manufactured with the latest diffusion materials to offer high brightness and wide viewing angles.  
  Additionally, S310 screen seams have been reduced to 0.7 mm for near-seamlessness in a tiled display.

	 •	 New lens materials provide superior reliability under demanding conditions  

	 •	 Digital Micromirror Devices (DMDs) have an enhanced seal to safe-guard against humidity

	 •	 Modified connection points make it easier to fine-tune the alignment of tiles  

	 •	 Firmware includes automatic notification of system warnings and events

	 •	 Factory calibration advancements ensure the best possible color matching between tiles 
 
Backed with confidence  

To demonstrate our confidence in the performance of our Christie MicroTiles, we are increasing the warranty from 2 to 3 years 
for qualified installations, effective January 1, 2015.

Get in touch!

If you have any questions, or if you would like to speak to a Christie sales representative, please contact us.
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